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Lesson: 4/13/20

Objective/Learning Target:  

Identify Lines and Spaces on the Treble Clef, as well as the 
letter names of each string of the Guitar



 
Warm Up: Practice Drawing the Treble Clef

Lets review!
Identifying notes on the Treble Clef

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jxl3C9BzjGc


Identifying Notes on the Treble Clef 



How to Remember
 

If you have trouble remembering the notes names for the lines and spaces, you can 
use the following acronyms:

Lines: Every  Good  Boy  Does  Fine

Spaces: spells the word F A C E

The goal is to be able to recognize these notes quickly.  Repetition is key!



Lets Practice!
Please identify the letter names for each of the notes below.  Remember, if you 

have trouble, use the acronyms!



 Answers:

E, A, F, G, D, F, C



Identifying Strings on the Guitar:

The Classical Acoustic Guitar has 6 strings; 3 steel and 3 nylon and each has a letter 
associated with it.  Starting with the lowest pitch, they go E, A, D, G, B, E.  This is for 

standard tuning, however there are many options for tuning.  

The lowest pitched string is the thickest, the highest pitched string is the thinnest.

A saying to help remember these string names is as follows:
Eddie Ate Dynamite Good Bye Eddie

Of course you are welcome to make up your own!



Extra Practice 
Please use the website below to do some extra practice.  If you feel good about 
identifying the treble clef lines and spaces, turn on challenge mode and see how 
many you can get right in a minute!

Music Theory Practice

If the site is not setup correctly, you can change the settings by clicking on the gear 
in the top right corner.  You may need to adjust the clefs included, as well as the 
note range (should be top line to bottom line only at this time).

https://www.musictheory.net/exercises/note

